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Abstract 

Objectives: All categories included in the AT(N) classification can now be measured in plasma. 

However, their agreement with cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) markers is not fully established. A blood 

signature to generate the AT(N) classification would facilitate early diagnosis of patients with 

Alzheimer's disease (AD) through an easy and minimally invasive approach. 

 

Methods: We measured Aβ, pTau181 and neurofilament light (NfL) in 150 plasma samples of 

the Sant Pau Initiative on Neurodegeneration cohort including patients with mild cognitive 

impairment, AD dementia, frontotemporal dementia, dementia with Lewy bodies and 

cognitively normal participants. We classified participants in the AT(N) categories according to 

CSF biomarkers and studied the diagnostic value of plasma biomarkers within each category 

individually and in combination. 

 

Results: The plasma Aβ composite, pTau181 and NfL yielded areas under the curve (AUC) of 0.75, 

0.78 and 0.88 to discriminate positive and negative participants in their respective A, T and N 

categories. The combination of all three markers did not outperform pTau181 alone (AUC=0.81) 

to discriminate A+T+ from A-T- participants. There was a moderate correlation between plasma 

Aβ composite and CSF Aβ1-42/Aβ1-40 (Rho=-0.5, p<0.001) and between plasma pTau181 and 

CSF pTau181 in the entire cohort (Rho=0.51, p<0.001). NfL levels in plasma showed high 

correlation with those in CSF (Rho=0.78, p<0.001). 

 

Conclusions: Plasma biomarkers are useful to detect the AT(N) categories, and their use can 

differentiate patients with pathophysiological evidence of AD. A blood AT(N) signature may 

facilitate early diagnosis and follow-up of patients with AD through an easy and minimally 

invasive approach. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Background 

Cerebrospinal (CSF) amyloid Aβ1–42, total tau (tTau), and phosphorylated tau on threonine 181 

(pTau181), also named core AD biomarkers, are currently included in guidelines of the National 

Institute of Aging Alzheimer’s Association (NIA-AA) and the International Working Group 2 to 

diagnose Alzheimer’s disease (AD) in clinical research settings [1,2]. In particular, a signature of 

these core CSF biomarkers (increase of tTau and pTau and decrease of Aβ1–42 or the Aβ1–42/ Aβ1–

40 ratio) is currently implemented in many centres worldwide for the early diagnosis of AD [3,4]. 

Recently, a new research framework has been proposed to conceptualize the AD signature along 

3 axes: A, reflecting amyloid pathology; T, reflecting tau pathology and N, reflecting 

neurodegeneration. A and T components are more specific of the AD continuum, while the N 

component is shared with several neurodegenerative diseases.   

In recent years, several plasma markers have been developed to capture pathophysiological 

changes observed in the central nervous system. One of the challenges of this approach is that 

proteins’ concentrations in blood are over 100-fold lower than in CSF, and therefore their 

reliable measurement requires sensitive and specific methods. Different groups have reported 

the reliable detection of amyloid-β biomarkers in plasma trough high-performance immune 

purification coupled with mass spectrometry [5,6]. This technology allows the prediction of brain 

Aβ pathology and has shown a strong concordance with amyloid Positron Emission Tomography 

(PET) imaging and Aβ1–42 CSF quantification, in either cognitively normal individuals, patients 

with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) or AD dementia [7]. Levels of Tau can also be accurately 

quantified in plasma using ultrasensitive immunoassays (Simoa) [8–10]. Although plasma levels 

of tTau performs well to identify neuronal injury in acute brain disorders (REF), it lacks disease 

specificity in AD [8]. In contrast, plasma levels of pTau (both pTau181 and pTau217) have proven 

to predict AD (tau and Aβ) brain pathologies, and can differentiate AD from other 

neurodegenerative disorders [10–12]. The same technology allows the quantification of 

neurofilament Light (NfL) in different biofluids, including plasma or serum, and has shown good 

correlation with measures in CSF [13]. NfL is a reliable measure of the N component and total 

neurodegenerative burden, and its levels in CSF increase proportionally to the degree of axonal 

damage [14]. Several recent studies highlight the interest of NfL in blood to predict disease 

progression and brain neurodegeneration at the pre-symptomatic stages of familial AD [13] and 

other neurological diseases [15]. All these blood biomarkers are highly promising as diagnostic 

tools for AD. However, the combination of AT(N) markers in plasma and its informativity in a 

cohort of patients with various neurodegenerative dementias has not been fully investigated. 

In the present work, we quantified plasma levels of markers of the AT(N) categories (Aβ42/40, 

pTau181 and NfL) in patients with different neurodegenerative dementias. We evaluated the 

correlation of these biomarkers with those in CSF and assessed their diagnostic accuracy alone 

or combined between them or with clinical or genetic data. 

 

Methods 

Study participants and clinical classification 

We included 150 participants from the Sant Pau Initiative on Neurodegeneration (SPIN 

cohort)[16] evaluated at the Sant Pau Memory Unit (Barcelona, Spain) between November 2013 



and October 2019. We included patients with a diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease (AD), dementia 

with Lewy bodies (DLB), frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD)-related syndromes as well 

as cognitively normal controls (CN) [16]. All controls had normal cognitive scores in the formal 

neuropsychological evaluation. All participants had received neurological and 

neuropsychological evaluation and provided CSF and plasma samples. A subset of participants 

(n=94) had amyloid PET imaging with 18F-florbetapir. Specific details on the SPIN cohort 

evaluation protocol are described elsewhere [16].  

CSF collection and analysis 

CSF was obtained by lumbar puncture and collected in polypropylene tubes following 

international recommendations [17]. Samples were processed (centrifuged 2000 g at 4°C, during 

10 min) and aliquoted into polypropylene tubes within the first two hours after lumbar 

puncture. Aliquots were then stored at −80°C until analysis. CSF levels of core AD biomarkers 

(Aβ1–42, Aβ1–40, tTau, and pTau181) were measured in the Lumipulse fully-automated platform 

using commercially available kits (Fujirebio Europe, Ghent, Belgium), as previously described 

and according to the provider’s instructions [18,19].   

Following the AT(N)  classification system [20], we used previously validated cutoffs [19] for CSF 

Aβ1–42/Aβ1–40 as a marker of β amyloid deposition (A+ < 0.062), and CSF pTau181 (T+ > 63pg/ml) 

as a marker of Tau pathology, and we classified all participants as A+T+, A+T-, A-T+ or A-T-. 

We used NfL in CSF as a marker of the (N) category. Levels were measured using a commercially 

available ELISA kit (NFlight, UmanDiagnostics, Umeå, Sweden,) as previously described 

[16,21,22]. 

Blood collection and analysis 

Blood was collected in 10ml EDTA tubes immediately after lumbar puncture as previously 

described [16]. After centrifugation (2000g at 4ºC, during 10 min), plasma was aliquoted in 

polypropylene tubes and stored at -80ºC until analysis.   

Plasma Aβ-peptides were quantified in Montpellier by Aβ immune-purification followed by mass 

spectrometry analysis (IP-MS), using a protocol slightly modified from Nakamura et al. [7]. 

Briefly, 250µL of plasma EDTA samples were diluted and spiked with a stable-isotope-labelled 

(SIL) Aβ1–38 peptide used as internal control. Aβ peptides were immunoprecipitated by 

incubating antibody beads with the samples, followed by washing and elution of the bound 

peptides.  The bound peptides were spotted in four replicates on Matrix-Assisted Laser 

Desorption Ionisation (MALDI) plate. Samples quadruplicate measurements using MALDI 

analysis (Shimadzu Axima) equipped with a 337-nm nitrogen laser in positive ion mode were 

performed using an automated acquisition method. Generated plasma biomarker profiles were 

processed with SPAM software (Shimadzu) to generate reports with normalized intensities using 

internal standard intensity (SIL-Aβ1–38) and obtaining quantitative measures for Aβ1–42 and Aβ1–

40. Based on the calculation of the ratios APP669-711/Aβ1–42 and Aβ1–40/Aβ1–42, a z-score was 

computed for both ratios. The mean value of these two z-scores allows to obtain a composite 

biomarker score as previously described[7]. Throughout the manuscript, we used the Aβ 

composite score as a marker of β-amyloid (A) category as this is the measure that showed better 

accuracy in previous studies [7]. 



Plasma levels of pTau181 were quantified at the Sahlgrenska Academy at the University of 

Gothenburg, Möndal, Sweden, using a previously validated in-house ultrasensitive assay for the 

Simoa HD-X platform (Quanterix) [10]. 

Plasma levels of NfL were measured in Hospital Sant Pau using the ultrasensitive Single Molecule 

Array (Simoa) SR-X equipment (Quanterix). All samples were measured in duplicates using 

commercially available kits (NF-light, Quanterix) and following manufacturer’s instructions [23]. 

All analyses were performed by experienced technicians who were blind to clinical information. 

APOE genotyping 

DNA was extracted using standard procedures and APOE was genotyped according to previously 

described methods [24]. 

Statistical analysis 

Normality of the variables was tested by Shapiro-Wilk test. Non-normally distributed variables 

were log-transformed to achieve a normal distribution. Group comparisons were performed by 

an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) adjusting by the effect of age and followed by Tukey’s post-

hoc test corrected for multiple comparisons. Correction for heteroscedasticity was applied when 

necessary. We used X2 test to assess differences in categorical variables.  

Bivariate associations between biomarkers were assessed by Spearman correlations. Diagnostic 

accuracy was assessed through receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. We calculated 

areas under the curve (AUC) for all individual biomarkers and defined logistic regression models 

with backwards selection to assess the diagnostic accuracy of biomarkers combination. All tests 

were performed in Medcalc (medCalc® software ver 15.2.2) and R statistical software (v 3.6.2) 

using packages "psych” (2.0.8), "car" (3.0-3), "multcomp" (1.4-10), "ggplot2" (3.2.1) and "pROC" 

(1.15.3). Alpha threshold was set at 0.05 for all analysis. 

Ethical approval and consent to participate 

The ethics committee of Hospital Sant Pau approved all procedures included in this study 

following the standards for medical research in humans recommended by the Declaration of 

Helsinki. All participants or their legally authorised representative gave written informed 

consent before enrolment in the study.  

 

Results 

Demographics, CSF and blood biomarkers 

We included a total of 150 participants from the SPIN cohort, comprising patients with AD 

(n=27), LBD (n=52), FTLD (n=25) and 46 CN participants. All participants were classified as A+T+, 

A+T-, A-T+ or A-T-, following the AT(N) classification scheme according to their CSF levels of Aβ1-

42/Aβ1-40 and pTau181 in CSF. 

Table 1 shows demographic and biomarker characteristics of the groups after their classification 

into the AT(N) scheme. The A-T- group was younger compared to the other three groups and 

had higher MMSE average score than the A+T+ group. There were no differences in sex 



distribution between groups. As expected, there were differences in the distribution of clinical 

diagnosis between groups and in the proportion of APOE4 carriers. 

 

Table 1: Demographics, clinical and biomarkers information across AT categories  

MMSE: Mini-mental state examination; CSF: cerebrospinal fluid; SUVR: standardized uptake value ratio; CN: 

Cognitively normal; AD: Alzheimer’s disease; DLB: dementia with Lewy bodies; FTLD: Frontotemporal lobar 

degeneration. 

*Age-adjusted ANCOVA 

 A-T- A-T+ A+T- A+T+ p value 

N 80 5 11 54  

Diagnosis (CN/AD/DLB/FTLD) 41/0/22/17 0/0/3/2 1/1/6/3 4/26/21/3 <0.001 

Age (years) 62.4 (13.7) 77.2 (3.7) 74.6 (8) 72.9 (6.9) <0.001 

Female / Male (%Female) 24/22 (52.2%) 15/12 (55.6%) 24/28 (46.2%) 18/7 (72%) 0.35 

MMSE score 27.2 (3.6) 24 (4.3) 25.3 (3.8) 24.1 (4.2) <0.001 

APOE4- / APOE4+ 

(%APOE4+) 
63/16 (20.3%) 

5/0  

(0%) 
7/4  

(36.4%) 
23/29 (55.8%) <0.001 

CSF Aβ1-42 (pg/ml) 1151.1 (446.4) 1174.8 (243.2) 535.9 (147.7) 593.4 (175.7) <0.001* 

CSF Aβ1-40 (pg/ml) 
11059.8 

(3795.6) 
15270.4 

(3207) 
10276.1 

(2621.5) 
13656.8 

(3521.9) 
<0.001* 

CSF Aβ1-42 / Aβ1-40 0.103 (0.012) 0.077 (0.009) 0.053 (0.007) 0.044 (0.009) <0.001* 

CSF tTau (pg/ml) 0.3 (112) 505.4 (104.1) 322.9 (57.4) 766.6 (365.6) <0.001* 

CSF pTau181 (pg/ml) 35.3 (13.3) 69.4 (4.2) 50.5 (6.7) 133.7 (70.9) <0.001* 

CSF NfL (pg/ml) 
1279.5 

(1566.2) 
3332.6 (2705) 1076.4 (638.4) 1100.2 (482.8) 0.14* 

Plasma Aβ1-42 / Aβ1-40 0.046 (0.01) 0.047 (0.016) 0.041 (0.01) 0.038 (0.012) 0.012* 

Plasma pTau181 (pg/ml) 14.8 (15.7) 16.6 (6.8) 20.8 (9.8) 24.6 (11.4) <0.001* 

Plasma NfL (pg/ml) 16.2 (13.8) 26 (15.5) 22 (12.1) 20.2 (9) 0.92* 
18F-Florbetapir quantification 

(SUVR) 
0.9 (0.1) NA 1.1 (0.2) 1.3 (0.2) <0.001* 

 

As shown in Figure 1, after adjusting by age and multiple comparisons, the A+T+ group had 

higher Aβ composite scores (p<0.001) and higher levels of plasma pTau181 (p<0.001) compared 

to the A-T-. There were no significant differences in plasma NfL levels between groups (p=0.92). 

Levels of plasma biomarkers across clinical diagnosis are shown in Supplementary Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1: Plasma Aβ composite score (A), pTau181 (B) and Neurofilament light levels (C) across AT(N) categories   

Lower and upper hinges of the boxes represent the first and third quartiles for each biomarker, respectively. Central 

lines in the boxes correspond to median values. The upper and lower whiskers extend to the largest and smallest 



values no further than 1.5 * IQR from each hinge, respectively. Groups were compared through ANCOVA adjusting by 

age and multiple comparisons. Only significant differences are displayed. 

 

 

Correlation of plasma biomarkers with CSF biomarkers and amyloid imaging 

We next evaluated the association between CSF and plasma biomarkers. As shown in Figure 2, 

the plasma Aβ composite showed moderate correlation with measures in CSF in the whole 

sample (Rho=-0.5, p<0.001). Within diagnostic categories, this correlation was only significant in 

the DLB group (Rho=-0.41, p=0.003). Plasma levels of pTau181 showed moderate correlation 

with CSF levels in the entire cohort (Rho=0.51, p<0.001). This correlation was not significant 

within diagnostic categories. NfL levels in plasma showed high correlation with levels in CSF 

(Rho=0.78, p<0.001). Within AT modalities, this correlation was significant in the groups of CN 

(Rho=0.69, p<0.001), LBD (Rho=0.58, p<0.001) and FTLD (Rho=0.75, p<0.001). 

 

Figure 2: Correlation between AT(N) plasma biomarkers and AT(N) CSF biomarkers  

Black solid line represents the linear correlation in the whole sample. Dashed lines represent correlations within each 

AT category. 

 

 

More details on bivariate correlations across and within diagnostic categories are provided as 

Supplementary Table 1. 

 



Diagnostic accuracy of plasma biomarkers for the discrimination of A+T+ participants 

We then performed ROC analysis to assess the diagnostic accuracy of plasma biomarkers, 

individually and in combination, for the discrimination between participants of the A+T+ and the 

A-T- categories. This analysis would help to identify a combination of plasma biomarkers with 

enough diagnostic accuracy to select potential candidates for disease modifying drugs. 

As shown in Figure 3, the plasma Aβ composite score, pTau181 and NfL levels yielded individual 

areas under the curve (AUC) of 0.79 (95%CI 0.71-0.87), 0.82 (95%CI 0.75-0.90) and 0.71 (95%CI 

0.62-0.80), respectively. In the logistic regression model with all three markers, NfL did not 

significantly contribute to the model, and the combination of the Aβ composite score with 

pTau181 yielded an AUC of 0.85 (95CI% 0.78-0.92). This area, however, was not significantly 

higher than that of pTau181 alone (p=0.65). The addition of age and APOE4 genotype to the 

model increased the AUC to 0.92 (95%CI 0.87-0.97), which was significantly different from that 

of the combination of the Aβ composite score with pTau181 (p=0.04). 

 

Figure 3: Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for plasma biomarkers and their combination to 

discriminate between participants in the A+T+ and A-T- categories. 

Values between brackets did not significantly contribute to the model and were backwards-removed from the logistic 

model. 

 

 

To assess the differences in the performance of plasma biomarkers between diagnostic 

categories, we repeated the ROC analysis separately in the subset of participants in the AD 

continuum (patients with AD and CN) and in the subset of participants in the non-AD spectrum 

(DLB, FTLD and CN). Within the AD continuum, pTau181 yielded an AUC of 0.89 (95%CI 0.81-

0.98) and the combination of the three markers had an accuracy of 0.98 (95%CI 0.96-1.0). The 

addition of age and APOE4 genotype did not improve the model within this group. When 

biomarkers were assessed in the non-AD spectrum (patients with LBD, patients with FTLD and 



controls), individual markers yielded AUC between 0.75 and 0.81; and the combination of all 

three markers had an accuracy of 0.86 (95%CI 0.79-0.94) to distinguish between participants of 

the A+T+ category from those in the A-T- group. The inclusion of age and APOE4 did not 

significantly improve the accuracy (p=0.23).  

 

Figure 4: Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for plasma biomarkers and their combination to 

discriminate participants in the A+T+ category from those in the A-T- category within the Alzheimer’s disease 

spectrum (A) and in the non-Alzheimer’s disease spectrum (B). 

Values between brackets did not significantly contribute to the model and were backwards-removed from the logistic 

model. 

CN: Cognitively normal; AD: Alzheimer’s disease; DLB: Dementia with Lewy bodies; FTLD: Frontotemporal lobar 

degeneration. 

 

 

Discussion 

In the present study, we describe the implementation of plasma AT(N) markers in a real-world 

cohort of patients with neurodegenerative dementias. We show that the combination of these 

biomarkers can detect the AD pathophysiology with high accuracy in a clinical setting. 

NfL has been one of the most investigated plasma biomarkers in neurodegenerative diseases 

[25,26]. Plasma NfL levels have been shown to be useful for early detection and to track disease 

progression in a wide range of neurodegenerative conditions [13,27,28]. In previous studies, CSF 

and plasma levels of NfL correlated well with each other for all diagnoses considered [14,29,30]. 

Our results confirm increased plasma NfL levels in the different pathological conditions 

compared to controls, although with limited accuracy to discriminate patients A-T- and A+T+ in 

the whole cohort or in the non-AD spectrum when used alone (AUC ≤ 0.75). However, as 

previously described [31], plasma NfL has a good diagnostic performance to discriminate A-T- 

from A+T+ patients within the AD spectrum (AUC=0.87). 

During the last decades, Aβ levels have been quantified in plasma through different approaches 

[32], but their clinical utility has remained uncertain. However, in the last years, the 

development of IP-MS has contributed notable advances in the measure of Aβ in blood, and 

despite showing limited correlation with CSF Aβ1-42 levels, it has demonstrated high analytical 



sensitivity to predict brain Aβ burden by amyloid PET [7]. In the present study, the plasma Aβ 

composite score and plasma Aβ1-42/Aβ1-40 ratio showed significant correlations with both CSF 

Aβ1-42/Aβ1-40 and with amyloid PET quantification. In addition, the plasma amyloid composite 

biomarker was increased in A+T+ group compared to A-T- patients in the whole cohort and had 

acceptable accuracy to discriminate these two subgroups (AUC=0.79). This composite amyloid 

biomarker was the single plasma marker that best discriminated between subgroups in the non-

AD spectrum (AUC=0.81).  It is noteworthy that IP-MS technology remains so far not easily 

accessible compared to other approaches, such as immunoassays (Simoa). Although highly 

informative, this could limit the routine use of the Aβ composite score as a plasma biomarker in 

AD. 

In this study, we also measured plasma pTau181 levels as a marker of Tau pathology. Plasma 

and CSF levels of pTau181 correlated well with each other in our cohort. When used alone, 

plasma pTau181 was the most accurate marker to discriminate A-T- and A+T+ groups in the 

whole cohort (AUC=0.82) and within the AD spectrum (AUC=0.89). These findings are in 

agreement with recently published studies [10,25]. In the future, it would be worth comparing 

the performance of this marker to that of other phosphorylated forms of Tau, such as pTau217, 

which has recently shown very high diagnostic accuracy in AD [33]. 

We finally tested various combinations of these plasma markers together with APOE4 genotype 

and age, to investigate additional improvement in sensitivity and specificity. In the whole cohort, 

the association of the plasma Aβ composite score, NfL and pTau181, together with age and 

APOE4 provided the best diagnostic accuracy (higher than that of pTau181 alone) with an AUC 

of 0.92 to discriminate A+T+ from A-T- participants. Within the AD continuum, the combination 

of these three plasma markers provided an accuracy of 0.98, and the addition of age and APOE4 

did not increase this value. This result suggests that, when there are no specific clinical features 

of other neurodegenerative dementias different from AD, the combination of plasma markers 

would have an extremely high accuracy to confirm the presence or the absence of an underlying 

AD pathophysiology. On the other hand, in the non-AD spectrum, the combination of all three 

markers discriminated A-T- from A+T+ with an accuracy of 0.86 without significant improvement 

after adding age and APOE4, indicating that this combination of plasma markers is also quite 

accurate to detect AD copathology. 

A strength of this study is the quantification of all AT(N) plasma and CSF biomarkers in a well 

characterized real-world cohort [16,22,34], with the same preanalytical conditions in all 

participants [18,35,36]. The inclusion of participants with a variety of neurodegenerative 

dementias allowed testing the accuracy of plasma markers to detect the AD pathophysiology in 

different clinical scenarios. But our study has also some limitations. First, the size of some of the 

AT subgroups was small (especially in subgroups A+T- and A-T+), which could limit the statistical 

power of the study. However, we accounted for heterogeneous variances in the analysis when 

necessary. Second, although diagnoses were established based on clinical criteria and CSF 

biomarkers, we had no neuropathological confirmation to ensure the correct classification of 

patients in AT subgroups. Third, the study has a cross-sectional design, and future studies are 

needed to determine whether longitudinal changes in plasma biomarkers might be useful to 

predict cognitive decline within the AD spectrum.  



In summary, we describe that a combination of plasma biomarkers, together with age and 

APOE4, can differentiate patients with pathophysiological evidence of AD within the AD 

spectrum but also in other neurodegenerative dementias. Such plasma signature may be applied 

in clinical routine as an early step for the diagnosis of AD or to detect AD copathology, which 

would be helpful to select potential candidates for disease modifying therapies. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY DATA 

Supplementary Figure 1: Plasma Aβ composite score (A), pTau181 (B) and Neurofilament light levels (C) across 

clinical diagnostic categories. 

Lower and upper hinges of the boxes represent the first and third quartiles for each biomarker, respectively. Central 

lines in the boxes correspond to median values. The upper and lower whiskers extend to the largest and smallest 

values no further than 1.5 * IQR from each hinge, respectively. Groups were compared through ANCOVA adjusting by 

age and multiple comparisons. Only significant differences are shown. 

CN: Cognitively normal; AD: Alzheimer’s disease; DLB: dementia with Lewy bodies; FTLD: Frontotemporal lobar 

degeneration. 

 

 

Supplementary Table 1. Spearman’s correlation coefficients between plasma and other biomarkers (CSF and 

amyloid PET imaging) 

Shaded cells indicate significant correlations after adjustment for multiple comparisons 

 All CN AD DLB FTLD 

Composite – CSF A42/40 -0.50 

p<0.001 

-0.42 

p=0.01 

0.22 

p=0.27 

-0.41 

p=0.003 

-0.33 

p=0.11 

Plasma A42/40 – CSF A42/40 0.36 

p<0.001 

0.30 

p=0.07 

-0.22 

p=0.28 

0.31 

p=0.026 

0.11 

p=0.60 

Plasma pTau – CSF pTau 0.49 

p<0.001 

0.34 

p=0.04 

-0.25 

p=0.21 

0.30 

p=0.035 

0.10 

p=0.64 

Plasma NfL – CSF NfL 0.77 

p<0.001 

0.69 

p<0.001 

0.41 

p=0.07 

0.58 

p<0.001 

0.75 

p<0.001 

Composite – Amyloid PET 

(SUVR) 

0.16 

p=0.32 

0.50 

p=0.39 

0.16 

p=0.53 

0.28 

p=0.32 

0.20 

p=0.80 

Plasma A42/40 – Amyloid 

PET (SUVR) 

-0.14 

p=0.39 

-0.60 

p=0.28 

-0.16 

p=0.53 

-0.38 

p=0.18 

-0.20 

p=0.80 

Plasma pTau – Amyloid PET 

(SUVR) 

0.37 

p=0.019 

0.30 

p=0.62 

-0.31 

p=0.21 

0.29 

p=0.31 

1.00 

<0.001 

Plasma NfL – Amyloid PET 

(SUVR) 

0.12 

p=0.46 

0.90 

p=0.037 

-0.12 

p=0.65 

0.60 

p=0.025 

-0.40 

0.60 

 


